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DTK11 Hang-on

DTK2 PocketDTK1 Kentucky

See pages 28-29 for full mop kits, holders and mops
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MidMop MMT1616 & Basic, MMT1616K & Basic MidMop Professional Create the unit you need

The MidMop is always on hand and easily stored, 
the compact design provides a go anywhere twin 
bucket mopping system.
What is important about the MidMop design is that the mop press is conveniently mounted in the 
middle and above the clean and dirty water buckets with the very real advantage that you have full 
access to both buckets all of the time but, equally, the press is in the optimum position to be used 
without continuously bending down. 

An additional advantage of the mid-mounting is that both 
of the 16 litre pails can be removed and replaced without 
moving the mop press.

The integrated water diverter ensures all dirty water is  
directed into the red handled dirty water bucket at 
all times ensuring a good and adequate mop rinsing  
facility before using the blue handled 
clean water bucket.

When a mopping system is easy to  
use with everything in its place it plays  
a major part in improving the standard. 

The RIGHT EQUIPMENT 
for the RIGHT JOB is  
the RIGHT WAY to go.

Internal water discharge diverter keeps your clean water… clean, 
as it should be. Dirty water is simply diverted to the 16 litre red 
handled dirty bucket. The new NyloTwin 40 Flat mop is reversible 
so can be used on both sides giving two mops in one. The 5 litre 
swing pail can be added to carry those extra cleaning essentials 
creating a versatile cleaning system. 

The clever on-board mop storage keeps everything neat and tidy 
when in transit and when stored. Suitable for Kentucky or Flat 
Mops the MidMop is ready to work. Access to both buckets is easy 
whichever mop you choose to use. 

A range of accessories allow the 
user to create a MidMop unit that 
precisely suits the environment to 
be cleaned.

1  Handle for extra 
convenience

3 Mop stick clip

4 Wet floor sign hook

Standard Specification
Model Capacity Clean Capacity Dirty C/W Handle C/W Foam Pad Press Castors Dimensions (WxLxH)

MMT1616

16L 16L

Yes
Yes

Allmops 4x75mm 510x680x1020mm
MMT1616B No
MMT1616K Yes

No
MMT1616KB No

MMT1616B 
Basic 
(Shown with 
optional 
swing pail)

Compatible with kentucky or flat mops

Automatic water separation (MMT1616/B)

2  5L Swing pail  
extra storage

5 Flat mop stand Optional mop kits

DTK11 
Mop kit
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DTK3 Hang-on DTK12 Pump action

MMT1616 
(Shown with 
optional 
mop stand)

Note: Select K / KB when using Kentucky style mop


